
Lots of planning issues some in The Avenue, will update at the 
meeting
Barclay’s Bank - on Saturday morning 2 weeks ago a company arrived 
to take all the scaffolding down, they made rather a lot of noise 
and disrupted traffic, no new scaffolding has gone up, don’t seem to 
see anyone working there, though I did see the door in the hoarding 
open one day, couldn’t stop on my way somewhere - will update at 
meeting

Gutted to hear Hazel is retiring and closing Flowerpot, such a 
popular shop people come from far away to visit her. Since she 
opened the shop with Toni and Kay it’s been a joy to visit, they are 
very much part of Tadworth community, will be greatly missed

Deliveries to The Bridge- they are causing problems, dangerous ones. 
The delivery vans are parking on the pavement outside what was 
Easton’s EA, the whole vehicle on the pavement, very dangerous 
trying to drive from The Avenue into Station Approach, you cannot 
see vehicles coming along Cross Road. Also they are parking on 
yellow lines The Avenue outside the other side of Easton, if you are 
trying to go from The Avenue across and met a vehicle trying to come 
into Thr Avenue only enough room for 1 vehicle! Hear one vehicle was 
causing problems near the Flowerpot and stopping the flow of 
traffic, will go in again and speak to the owners of the restaurant 

We have an environmental health issue in Walton - will update at 
meeting 

Pie and Mash Walton have recently been granted a license to sell 
alcohol, the police have instructed the shop to have CCTV, also a 
book to record any incidents 
Pie and Mash opening a shop in Banstead, they have also applied and 
given a small R&BBC business grant, think they are usually a £1k

Thanks to Jeff for doing all he can re the A217 and the water co.  
Once again caused havoc in the area especially parts of Tadworth , 
Shelvers Way has become a double rat run of vehicles, Tadworth St - 
staff etc having difficulty getting out and in to The Children’s 
Trust site, cars queuing on the yellow painted boxes in the road. 
Took me over half an hour to get from traffic  lights in the village 
to the traffic lights by the A217 one afternoon just before 4pm, 
school had broken up.  Kingswood Rd once again increased traffic. 
Next Door app has been very active with locals having difficulty 
with the roads closed, staff at  The Children’s Trust has been a 
nightmare for them getting to & from work 

Planning committee, the proposed changes will not be happening, a 
motion was brought to last Thursday’s Council meeting. Cllrs will be 
able to speak and vote for their ward, who ever takes the planning 
seat for LKTW must have support from the other 2 cllrs, they must 
attend Northern Forum , speak at planning meetings, this always used 
to happen 

I know TWRA is non political - have been involved in campaigns & 



canvassing since I was 18 ,but  the local elections the worst I have 
ever known,  the amount of abuse I am getting really isn’t nice, 
seems I am responsible for the government situation, there is no 
reason for people to shout down the phone or rude emails, others are 
getting the same Though one man I met  said he had become hooked on 
the Parliament channel, said much better than watching the soaps!

Rachel


